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All assemblies obfuscators have a [TryPoke] or [LoadTry] and are loaded via a wrapper-loader so when compiled, the calling conventions can be changed as well as access to sections of the file can be intercepted and changed as well as adding the assembly to the assemblies section of the app domain. The good things
about object obfuscation are that it keeps your classes and methods private and encrypted. Since the obfuscator renames each member, this is not that big of a deal. The bad news is that, other than compilation time, it does nothing to the runtime. It is perfectly possible to decompile the obfuscated code into
readable.NET. I could also add some JIT modification. For this example, I will use a 256x256 JPG. The dirty way would be to take the JPG from your explorer, use a memory scrapper, and then run your obfuscator with the scrapper. I hope there is a library to automatically take this JPG from the explorer. The end of the
version 6.4.0.31 has a little change. I noticed the current deflate obfuscator is a little risky for memory scraping. Do some memory scrappers implements some checks for antivirus or security products to see if the scrapper is really safe to run. This is fine if you use the scrapper for several apps like web browser, but if
you use it for your application, you need to check if the scrapper is safe to run before sending your app to the antivirus software to check if the scrapper contains any code from your company. I went from attempting to find a free obfuscator to a paid one. With the end result in mind, I felt that the amount of work
involved would be excessive. Luckily, PDIs not only set my expectations up for success, but did not disappoint. They provided everything I needed (except for the alpha test, which will be up shortly) and even set the price and decided the release date.

Agile.Net Obfuscator 6.4.0.31 Modified

To further enhance performance we wanted to add support for reflection to only encrypt references to already encrypted objects. This would make it more difficult to unencrypt an assembly, which was our main concern. We also wanted to create a more aggressive algorithm as seen in our trusted obfuscator. This
would allow us to increase the percentage of encrypted strings to a greater extent. As mentioned, our newer code uses the.NET framework, while the legacy code is written in C. Mixed mode assemblies were derived to allow the two frameworks to interface with one another. These assemblies contain both managed

code (C++/CLI, C# and VB.Net) and native code, and therefore can be difficult to protect. This was a primary concern when researching companies and, as a result, PDI selected Agile.net over the competition. Themida is by far cheaper than the here mentioned obfuscators and is the best in anti piracy protection on the
market. It creates a virtual machine were critical parts of your code are run and runs several threads that detect manipulation or breakpoints set by a cracker. It converts the.NET Exe into something that Reflector does not even recognize as a.NET assembly anymore. The companys newer code uses the.NET framework

while the companys legacy code is written in C. Mixed mode assemblies were derived to allow the two frameworks to interface with one another. These assemblies contain both managed code (C++/CLI, C# and VB.Net) and native code, and therefore can be difficult to protect. This was a primary concern when
researching companies and, as a result, PDI selected Agile.net over the competition. 5ec8ef588b
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